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AMWAND FAQ’s 
FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS 

(Encompasses Amwand Classic / Black Tip / Amwand Plus) 
 
 

• What is AMWand? 

• Has the AMwand being tested on human, food, animals and other subjects? 

• What are the benefits of the AMWand? 

• How do you use the AMWand? 

• How do we know that the AMWand is working? 

• How long do its effect on people, animals, and plants last?  

• What is Electrosmog (ESMOG)?  

• Can people with pacemakers use AMWand? 

• One of the associates was reading somewhere on zero point energy that a 
person could wand too much and thus causes an adverse effect on someone – 
is this possible? 

• I have wanded lemons, wine, soda, etc..  but my wand seems not to be 
working.  My aches and pains are still affecting my body and wondering if it is 
defective? 

• Which works best, wanding the body part or lightly touching it? 

• Will the AMWand lose its energization effect if you accidentally drop it? 

• Is it ok to use the AMWand to stir liquid drinks? 

• Is it safe for pregnant women to use it? 

• Does the AMWand suitable to be applied on your face? 
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What is AMWand? 

The Eamega AMwand is exclusively designed and manufactured by Amega Global, is a 
device infused with AMized Fusion Technology TM (AFTTM), a proprietary name referring 
to the harnessing of zero point field energy. 

 
A natural life force energy-generating tool, AMWand is technically engineered with 
special minerals structurally bonded using AMized Fusion Technology TM (AFTTM) 
which causes a catalytic energy conversion creating a long lasting AMized® resonance 
that is in line with our body’s frequency. The AMWand supports the ability to be 
transferred to and rejuvenate the molecular structures of all liquids or matter. The 
AMized® resonance created by the AMWand is simply a healing energy that our body 
requires in order to cleanse, charge and rejuvenate ourselves.  

Has the AMwand being tested on human, food, animals and other subjects? 

Yes, AMWand has drawn a lot of interests to healing practitioners and doctors who 
participated in these experiments.  During our recent studies, significant results were 
achieved after the application of the AMWand: - 

 
• Increased well over 100 times in vitality for human 
• Increased approximately 100 times in vitality for food samples 

 
These results appear to support Amega Global’s explanation that the AMWand and 
other AMized Fusion Technology TM (AFTTM) products can rapidly energize the human 
electromagnetic field and body (as well as all other organic matter) to promote health. 
It is hypothesized that the ample supply of vital energy made available to the organism 
in this manner induces a state of homeostasis, or balance. This is what triggers the 
natural self-healing mechanism of each individual to produce the changes necessary 
for cellular and/or energetic repair and improvement. 
 
There appears to be a strong correlation between this process and the experiential 
results observed by many during the live demonstrations being organized by the 
company’s independent distributors to show the effects that this technology has on 
immediate pain relief, increase in strength and flexibility, and the positive changes 
detected in the taste of food, water, wine, etc. 
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What are the benefits of the AMWand? 

• Helps our body to reach homeostasis condition  
• Helps our body’s bio energetic field to source Zero-Point Energy  
• Energizes the liquid we drink, and food we eat 
• Energizes creams, oils for better absorption of nutrients  
• Facilitates and strengthens the flow of energy in the body  
• Unblocks and strengthens energetic flow 

 
How do you use the AMWand? 

You can use the AMWand by holding it and rotating it clockwise motion as close as 
possible to the intended area at least three times. or by pressing it lightly to the affected 
area that needs it.   We call this method “wanding” 

Simply stir the AM-Wand through any liquid or just rub the outside of the contents 
packaging to nullify unwanted chemicals.  

How do we know that the AMWand is working? 

You can do the following: (1) kinesiology tests (2) lemon test and (3) wine test.   

How long do its effect on people, animals, and plants last?  

The lasting effect of the AMWand on the subject depends primarily on exposure to 
other elements and pollutants like: ESmog [Electro Magnetic Frequencies, and Harmful 
Radiation etc]. 

What is Electrosmog (ESMOG)?  

Electrosmog is the invisible electromagnetic radiation resulting from the use of both 
wireless technology and main electricity.   

Can people with pacemakers use AMWand? 

The frequencies emitted by the AMWand are theoretically hypothesized not to interfere 
with the charge stored in pacemakers.  However, since there is lack of strong evidence 
to substantiate this claim, we would advise that anyone wanting to purchase an 
AMWand for their use and have a pacemaker, should consult their doctor before using 
and should be monitored constantly and consistently whilst the product is being 
applied.   
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One of the associates was reading somewhere on zero point energy that a person 
could wand too much and thus causes an adverse effect on someone – is this 
possible? 

People respond differently to the AMWand.  It is advisable to start slow and at a low 
count and then increasing the wanding time or rounds gradually.  Persons using the 
AMWand on others and on themselves should also encourage one another to monitor 
themselves everyday for possible side effects.  Only push your body to the bearable 
limits.  If the side effects are too great, reduce the wanding or stop completely.  And if 
the discomforts become too great, consult a doctor.    

I have wanded lemons, wine, soda, etc..  but my wand seems not to be working.  My 
aches and pains are still affecting my body and wondering if it is defective? 

For those of you for whom the tests do not seem to be working, you can repeat the 
lemon test using the specific instructions here.  The first test is the Lemon Test (which 
can also be done with Wine).  Cut 2 thin slices of lemon.  They should be thin to cut 
down on the time needed for the wand to take effect.  Separate the two pieces and 
wand one of them for at least 1 minute in a clockwise motion, as close as you can to 
the lemon.  When done, taste the wanded lemon first and the unwanded lemon after.  
You should notice a difference. 

There are also the kinesiology, balance, and flexibility test that you can do as well.  
Perhaps the easiest to perform on your own would be a flexibility test.  What you will 
do is to stand up straight with your feet together.  Keep your left arm down to your side 
and put your right arm out straight in front of you with your thumb up.  Then move 
your arm/torso to the right as far as you can while keeping your feet and legs together.  
Then go back to your original position and try the test again, this time holding your 
wand in your left hand.  Keep your left hand down to your side and put your right arm 
up and thumb up and turn again.  You should see a difference. 

Which works best, wanding the body part or lightly touching it? 

Both methods are effective, but it is not necessary to touch the body. 

Will the AMWand lose its energization effect if you accidentally drop it? 

NO.  The AMWand will maintain its effectiveness.  
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Is it ok to use the AMWand to stir liquid drinks? 

YES.  We suggest you clean your AMWand prior to and after doing this.  You can use 
sanitizer on your wand but ensure that you wash it abundant quantities of water after 
the sanitizer application, before using it with your beverages. 

Is it safe for pregnant women to use it? 

It is advisable that pregnant woman having never used the AMWand continuously 
prior to conception avoid using the AMWand as the physiological balances of pregnant 
women are different form normal people. 

Does the AMWand suitable to be applied on your face? 

Yes, applying AMWand on to your face will help to energize the facial muscles and to 
support better circulation and deeper relaxation, thus relieving tension and stress lines. 

AMWand Facial Massage 
Complementing the pure, naturally derived nutrition of EGA®, the healing energies of 
the AMWand through a wave of blissful massage strokes embracing the true essence of 
natural healing delivers a totally holistic nurturing to the skin. The AMWand Healing 
Facial is a unique experience where mind, body and soul meet allowing total balance 
and harmony. 
 
The foundation of the facial is created by the synergy of EGA® combined with the 
energy of the vibrations within the AMWand. The facial includes a rhythmical routine 
of twenty-minute AMWand deep tissue strokes. 
 
AMWand as a beauty tool in Face Massage 
Facial lifting massage is the external manipulation of the soft tissues of the face and 
neck. AMWand Facial massage helps to improve the appearance of the skin and 
promote a sensation of stimulation or relaxation. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 


